AGENDA

1. WELCOME

2. APOLOGIES

3. DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST

4. ESRC RESEARCH PROJECT – INFORMED CONSENT
   Paper A for information

5. MINUTE OF THE PREVIOUS MEETING
   Paper B for approval

6. MATTERS ARISING
   6.1 Recognition for PI Performance

7. CURRICULUM REPORT – SCOTTISH GOVERNMENT RETENTION PROJECT, YEAR 2
   Presentation S Laing

8. STUDENTS ASSOCIATION REPORT
   Verbal update DH/ST

9. PART-TIME COURSE PERFORMANCE
   Paper C for information SH

10. DEVELOPING SCOTLAND’S YOUNG WORKFORCE
    Paper D for information GR

11. STUDENT SURVEYS
    11.1 Learning and Teaching Survey March 2019
        Paper E for discussion ST
    11.2 Post Course Success Survey
        Paper F for discussion ST

12. VP CURRICULUM & ATTAINMENT REPORT
    Paper G for noting SH

13. LT&Q METRICS
    Paper H for information ST

14. DATE OF NEXT MEETING - Wednesday 28 August 2019